
children
are our
future

we
believe

By giving them the tools to
improve themselves and
communities, we heal the
world and secure the future.

Nabbuzi, Kammengo, 
Along Masaka Highway

P.O.Box 200012, Mpigi -Uganda
 
 
 
 

Office:  +256 742 576121

Join�Us

www.omuto.org

omuto
foundation

info@omuto.org

sign up to
become a volunteer online

Are you an individual,
student, school, company,
or small business? Lets
work Together. 
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www.volunteer.omuto.org



Children�are
the�most
precious
treasure�a
community
can�possess,
for�in�them
are�the

promise�and
guarantee�of
the�future.

why�
�omuto
differs
?

Founded by a group of
young people who
experienced orphanhood,
extreme poverty, neglect,
and abuse while growing
up, Omuto Foundation
protects vulnerable
children from similar
situations. It offers them
opportunities to have fuller
lives and pass on the
impact.

We utilize strengths-
based and family-
centered approaches
that are adapted to the
local context

We develop the
capacities of children,
families, and
community volunteer
networks for
sustainability

Enhance the
coordination of the
program by working
closely with the
community and
partners.

Use evidence-based
tools to target the most
vulnerable with tailored
interventions to increase
resilience, livelihoods,
health and mitigate
poverty.

Our Services

Universal House of Justice

Change lives
and build
the future
with us!

who�
are
we?

YOUNG ALIVE
CLUBS

COMMUNITY
AMBASSADORS

PROGRAM

OMUTO
YOUTH
CENTER

CHILDREN'S
DAY TALENTS

GALA

RURAL
TALENTED
KIDS -RTK

GIFTED CUBS
FOOTBALL

CLUB -GCFC
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